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About NPL

• UK’s National Metrology Institute founded in 1900

• A public corporation owned by the Department for 
Science, Innovation and Technology (DSIT) 

• Based in Teddington (London) with locations in 
Strathclyde, Surrey, Cambridge, Huddersfield 
and Solihull

• Strategic partners DSIT, the University of Surrey 
and The University of Strathclyde 

• 1000 scientists and engineers with a breadth and 
depth of metrology expertise.



OPTIMUM – high accuracy coordinate metrology using 
frequency scanning interferometry (FSI) and multilateration

Analogy - The Global Positioning 
System (GPS)

1. Is accurate
2. Measures multiple points 

simultaneously
3. Self-calibrating - built-in 

compensation for systematic errors
4. Has built-in traceability to SI
5. Gives on-line uncertainty estimation



Comparison with state-of-the-art

Photogrammetry GPS OPTIMUM

Basic principle Triangulation - angles Multilateration, absolute distance, 
time-of-flight

Multilateration, absolute distance, FSI

Volume <1 m3 to > 106 m3 1021 m3 <1 m3 or > 500 m3

Precision 1:105 to 1:104 0.3:106 (~4 m) ~1:106 (potentially)

Uncertainty >1:104 ~1:106 ~1-5:106 (potentially with good geometry)

Traceability Scale bar On-board atomic clock Gas absorption cell built-in

Self-calibration Camera pose, optical distortion Receiver clock, real-time Sensor pose, optical distortion, scale factor, real-
time



Current development status

• Sensor hardware operational
• Some crucial range-noise reduction hardware 

not yet commissioned

• Bare-bones software functionality in place 
for testing purposes

• User software in development
• Already interfaces with SpatialAnalyser

• On-going collaboration with AMRC Cymru 
on development and testing



Initial accuracy tests at AMRC Cymru

Objective:
To compare accuracy of OPTIMUM in 
its current configuration with a Laser 
tracker

Setup:
• Five OPTIMUM sensors 

placed arbitrarily
• Hexagon AT960-mr
• Hexagon super cat’s eye 

retroreflector
• 1 m Brunson scale bar
• 28 Fixed nests placed 

arbitrarily in the cell

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Super Cat’s eye compatible with AT960 and OPTIMUM. Though OPTIMUM would prefer a wider FoV, which we have designed but not yet manufactured to a high enough accuracy.



OPTIMUM setup at AMRC Cymru

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Point out sensors, targets, laser tracker etc.



Data processing pipeline
1. Acquire 50 ranges (dijk) 
from each sensor (Si) to each 
visible target (Tj). 2. Compute mean 

(d_meanij) and 
standard deviation (σij), 
after removing outliers.3. Use σij to weight a fit of  

d_meanij to the multilateration 
model:

│Si – Tj │ = d_meanij + ei
to solve for Sensor and Target 
coordinates Si & Tj and 
uncertainties u(Tj).

4. Remove correlated uncertainty 
contributions from u(Ti) leaving 
just the relevant un-correlated 
uncertainties u*(Tj). 5. Use u*(Tj) to weight a fit of Tj

to reference target coordinates, 
Rj measured using the laser 

tracker.
Tj -> T*j 

6. Compute Ej = Rj - T*j 
and U(Tj) = U(T*j) = 2 u*(Tj) 
and plot.

d_meanij is the mean of the range measurements between the ith sensor and jth target.
Si = (xi yi zi) is the coordinates of the ith sensor.
Tj = (xj yj zj) is the coordinates of the jth target.
ei is a range offset associated with the ith sensor.
u(Tj) is the estimated uncertainty associated with Tj.
u*(Tj) is the un-correlated uncertainty associated with Tj.
U(Tj) is the expanded (k = 2) un-correlated uncertainty associated with Tj (T*j).
Rj are the reference coordinates of the jth target from the laser tracker.
T*j are the coordinates of the jth target after best fit to Rj.
Ej are the “errors” in the measured coordinates of the jth target.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Currently we take fifty samples of each range remove outliers and average to overcome motion-induced range errors. A future hardware upgrade will compensate for these errors.



Test results

USMN uncertainties 20 - 40 µm (k = 2)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The histogram plot shows the distribution of the deviation from the mean for all range measurements after outlier rejection. The standard deviation was 20 micrometres. A perspective views of the measurement results showing the individual measured targets (yellow and green spheres), Sensors (Blue cones) and scale bars (brownish rods). The yellow, red and green bars through each measured points indicate the x-, y- and z- coordinate uncertainties calculated by the system. Three scale bar positions are shown as brown rods between points 110-111, 112-113 and 114-115.Note that the coordinate uncertainties are position dependent with the lowest uncertainty achieved in the centre of the volume. The graph (top right) show the calculated uncertainties (k = 2)for each target coordinate (dashed lines) and the OPTIMUM measurement “errors” (squares). All “errors” fall within the estimated uncertainties.NOTE: The “errors” include the errors in the laser tracker measurements, not just those attributed to OPTIMUM. USMN showed uncertainties of between 0.02 and 0.04 mm for the laser tracker measurements.The lower graph shows the range residuals after fitting to the multilateration model.The individual scale bar length measurements as determined by OPTIMUM and the laser tracker show a maximum difference of 47 micrometres.The large z-uncertainty for target ID 30 (in the 3D view), which corresponds to point# 20 in the graphs is because that target point was not seen by sensors 1 or 4 which are the highest and lowest sensor positions. This highlights the sensitivity of the multilateration method to the geometry of the setup and the ability of the uncertainty analysis to highlight poor measurements



Simulation with range uncertainty of 20µm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To understand the errors and uncertainties we observed, we ran a simulation setting the sensor and target positions to those actually measured and calculating the exact distance that an ideal sensor would measure. We then added random noise with a standard deviation of 20 micrometres to the range data. The simulated performance closely resembled what we had seen in the experiment. The range residuals were an order of magnitude lower than the uncertainties computed by the system. We postulate that this is due to the geometry (relative position of sensors and targets). An ideal gemotry would have the sensors surrounding the measurement volume.



Simulated additional Sensor

• Additional sensor

• Uncertainty reduced by ~3-5x

• Optimisation of geometry could improve further

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Noting the intuitively non-ideal geometry - targets largely located in two planes with few out-of-plane targets, and all sensors around one side of the measurement volume - we simulated the addition of another sensor as shown in position 5 in the image. The effect of this sensor was to reduce overall measurement uncertainty by about a factor of 5.



Simulated with reduced range noise

• Reduce range uncertainty to 10 µm, in-line with 
expected improvements with additional hardware

• Uncertainties reduce to < 100 µm

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We then simulated the effect of reduced range noise (from 20 micrometres to 10 micrometres) to simulate what might be achieved with further planned hardware improvements. And the uncertainties reduced by a factor of two.



Conclusions from initial test results
• Range residuals show a standard deviation of 20 µm.

• Range noise suppression hardware should improve this in the 
near future

• Simulated measurement results for 5 sensor setup consistent with 
observations 

• suggesting the model is a good representation of reality

• No obvious un-modelled systematic behaviour (within current 
noise limits)

• Uncertainty achieved depends on the number of sensors deployed and 
the geometry of the setup.

• More sensors better

• More targets better

• Better to have sensors all round the measurement volume

• Achieving <100 µm (k = 2) volumetric uncertainty believed to be 
achievable soon.

• The system tells us what the uncertainty is with confidence

• See target ID 30 in 3D plot
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AMRC Cymru Introduced to support the region’s manufacturing 
community access advanced technologies to drive 
improvements in productivity, performance and 
quality. 

15

Key themes:
• Design
• Automation 
• Manufacturing Intelligence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself – Richard James - Technical fellow (metrology) for the AMRC. The AMRC is one of the 7 catapult centres in the UK, focused on supporting High Value Manufacturing within the UK.Catapult centres focus on what’s been termed the valley of death – TRL 4 to 6. All our projects look to move a technology or process up the TRL level. AMRC Cymru is a satellite group of the AMRC, based in north Wales, next to airbus and in the same building as wing of tomorrow programme. We are and focused on supporting Welsh manufacturing. Opened in Nov 2019 – and very quickly shut again to become a ventilator factory for the covid pandemic. Introduced to support Welsh SME / OEM’s access advanced technologies, de-risking adoption and implementation. Key themes – 
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Application:

• Automation
• Serial arm / gantry robots
• Large machine tools

• Jigs / fixture
• Certification
• Monitoring
• Re-configuration

• Process monitoring
• Continuous monitoring of process
• Alignment of large assemblies
• Dynamic metrology assisted 

machining, assembly and automation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Why OPTIMUM – Refer back to TRL.Build the application use case. Establishing the minimum viable product.Demo system working on our static wing fixture and Dynamic robot environment.Example shown is a Kuka cybertech 20kg payload and airskin accessory to enable cobot like behaviour.End effector is compatible with multiple measurement systems (tracker, Insphere’s IONA and OPTIMUM).
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Measurement volume is a complex shape – Require 3 or more sensors to multiliterate a target.The animation show how the sensors overlap to create the measurement volume – Yellow represents 3 sensors and green represents 4.Sphere check line of sight using ray tracing if able to see camera, and how many cameras they can see - in unity software.Limitations – Use a seed set of spheres. In this example we have not covered the full volume.Sphere size and resolution can be changed, but this results in the process being more computationally intensive.Simulation runs in real time, so as the OPTIMUM sensors are moved, the volume / overlap parameters change.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can also add additional sensors to the simulation – Example of 6.Blue shows 5 overlapping volumesPurple shows 6.However, as Jon has alluded to: More sensors does not always relate to accuracy – This is dependant on setup geometry. However, it can solve line of sight issues.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using this method – The volume adapts in real time. This shows how presenting an object into the simulation creates line of sight issues and therefore area we now know there are voids that are not measurable. The red sphere represent 2 or less sensors able to see.Why: This is useful as it allow us to see how moving the senors and optimising the positions has an effect on line of sight.Long term looking to automate the sensor position optimisation.
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4 sensor network

6 sensor network

Line of sight issues

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have changed the simulation to show the inverse of measurable areas – Only showing light of sight issues.Note issue either side of rib – We are able to improve areas of measurement. 4 vs 6 sensorsNote issue with regards to new red sphere in top left of wingskin.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this animation we have not created a sphere volume – We have attached the sphere to the end of the robot end effector.The robot and end effector are a simulation of the setup we have in the cell.Note, sphere go red as go out of front of volume, and as robot blocks line of sight.Using unity we are able to program the robot path to mirror the physical robot path. This tests if planned robot path has issues prior to running in the cell.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most robots are not used in free space, so we are also able to simulate the end effector light of sight, while highlighting the blocked line of sight issues.Using Unity – We have been simulating line of sight issues and colour mapping to spheres. Other information can be applied in the same way – Uncertainty information for example. This would allow a visual aid to access uncertainty of the process prior to running in the cell. This is something we are looking to do in the future.C sharp scripting – Potential for digital twin, as we have used Unity with MQTT broker 
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Next Steps:

• NPL and AMRC Cymru working closely to develop and test the OPTIMUM system

• ‘Optimise’ sensor positions for future experiments and applications

• Develop simulation capability to include uncertainty estimation

• Test 6 DoF accuracy for automation / robotic applications.



Thank you.
For further information please contact or visit:
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amrc.co.uk

jonathan.heaps@npl.co.uk
r.james@amrc.co.uk
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